ALEX WELLS - VERNAL POOL MONITORING PROJECT COORDINATOR

In only the second year of the Vermont Center for Ecostudies program, the Vernal Pool
Monitoring (VPMon) Project has another ECO AmeriCorps member! Alex Wells has been busy
this fall with visits to un-confirmed vernal pools and with volunteers. Alex’s goal for VPMon is to
monitor and collect full data for 15 vernal pools in the spring. He has the volunteers for that
monitoring scope, but he is still confirming the pools. A lot of Alex’s field work this fall has been
visiting the thus far both confirmed and unconfirmed pools with the volunteers to put out
equipment for the spring monitoring season. The volunteers will be trained in mid to late spring,
just before they will need to start collecting data. There are some volunteers from last year that
have stayed on, but several volunteers still require training. Alex’s winter time duties for the
program include designing the training for the volunteers, as well as redesigning the
methodology handbook for the program, and to act as a resource for volunteers. Another big
project he has for the program is to design a database for the data that each volunteer collects.
This database will be accessible for data entry as well as viewing of data for other pools. Related
to this, Alex is helping to develop an algorithm to discern frog calls from other forest noises, since
some data comes in the form of sound. Outside of the VPMon Project, Alex was able to
participate in a wood turtle survey with fellow ECO member Nathaniel Sharp and Kiley Briggs of
the Orianne Society. Looking forward to keeping up with the successes of VPMon, Alex!

ALLIE DINWIDDIE - WATER QUALITY PLANNER

ECO AmeriCorps member Allie Dinwiddie has been busy this fall at the Regional Planning
Commission in Addison County! Her main tasks have centered around helping Towns conduct
road erosion inventories in Addison County in order to comply with the Vermont Clean Water
Act and the new Municipal Roads General Permit (MRGP). The MRGP is intended to achieve
significant reductions in stormwater-related erosion from municipal roads by revamping road
standards and by requiring town roadway assessments and the identification of areas on
hydrologically connected roadways (meaning roads likely conveying stormwater to a water body)
in need of improvement. To help Towns meet new road standards under the MRGP and reduce
roadway erosion, Allie has been assisting road crews with conducting road inventories using a
data collection app called Fulcrum. She is currently putting together an instructional guide on
how to use the app for road foreman to refer to, so they can better understand the data collection
process and produce more consistent and reliable data. Allie applied for grants for two additional
Towns in Addison County to complete road erosion inventories by June 2020 and dabbled in the
creation process of Capital Improvement Plans for Towns already in the process of completing
these inventories, which ensures a funding strategy for fixing identified problem road segments
not meeting standards. This Fall, Allie also helped with a new pilot program called Grants in Aid,
which is an initiative to provide funding to municipalities interested in bringing poor quality
hydrologically connected road segments up to standards in a timely manner. For the Grants in
Aid program, Allie helped Towns identify projects, assessed and approved proposed projects, and
reviewed completed construction work and paperwork! These tasks required Allie to make maps,
collect road data, review budget/invoicing materials, and interact with a lot of key stakeholders
in the process such as Town Clerks, Road Foremen, and other Planners. She will be continuing
with her efforts for the Grants in Aid program in the Spring. This winter, Allie will be assisting the
non-profit Addison County River Watch Collaborative in updating their inventory on water
sampling locations and running a piece of their sampling program in the Spring. Additionally, Allie
anticipates she will be practicing her grant writing chops to help the City of Vergennes apply for
an Ecosystem Restoration Program Grant to fund complete engineering designs for two green
infrastructure projects. Allie is excited about these new projects and just can’t wait to get on the
road again!

CASSI CARPIO - ASSISTANT PROJECT COORDINATOR

ECO member Cassandra Carpio, who goes by Cassi, is serving up in Franklin County with the
Friends of Northern Lake Champlain (FNLC). Over the course of the fall she was able to participate
in a variety of events beginning with Lake Lessons for kids right at the beginning of the service
year. She was able to water sample for one site within the Rock River for the La Rosa Partnership
with the Vermont DEC. She organized two different tree plantings with 46 Bakersfield and
Fairfield Middle School students and 5 faculty, planting a total of 375 trees in late October and
early November. Cassi was contacted in the fall by faculty at Georgia Elementary and Middle
School about a potential green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) project at the schools. The schools
wanted to learn more about stormwater management in order to make decisions about
installation of GSI on the properties. Cassi was able to sit down with some faculty and
administration of the schools and discuss GSI techniques and applicability as well as next steps
for the schools. She helped to write a grant proposal for some rain garden installation and is
excited to hopefully move this project forward with Georgia Elementary and Middle schools.
When things started winding down at FNLC, Cassi picked up a few projects for the Northwest
Regional Planning Commission. Cassi is developing a plant resource manual for rain garden and
shoreline stability use, complete with nurseries where plants are available for purchase. This
resource will be of immense use to someone undergoing a rain garden or shoreline project. She
has also started to organize for a stream clean up Stevens Brook in St. Albans. For the winter
season at FNLC, Cassi is delving into past projects that they have done in order to outline their
impact on the area over the past 17 years and highlight it through social media. For future
projects, she is excitingly waiting to hear back about some grant proposals submitted late last
year. Can’t wait to see what the spring holds for you Cassi!

CATIE BARTONE - ASSISTANT WATER QUALITY PROGRAM
COORDINATOR

Catie Bartone is serving with both the Franklin Watershed Committee (FWC) and the Northwest
Regional Planning Commission (NRPC) this year. In her three days a week at Franklin Watershed
Committee she has been assisting with the latest round of Lake Champlain Basin Program (LCBP)
grant proposals for funds to provide education and outreach about both green stormwater
infrastructure within the Lake Carmi watershed for homeowners and aquatic invasive species
spread prevention for boaters coming in and out of Lake Carmi. Catie has also been participating
in the La Rosa Water Quality Monitoring program, sampling and monitoring close to 20 sites
around the circumference of Lake Carmi for dissolved phosphorus, dissolved oxygen, biochemical
oxygen demand, turbidity, as well as any other pertinent parameters specific to the various
brooks and streams coming into Lake Carmi in order to create a conclusion about the water
quality in that specified location. Much of her time this winter will be involved with the analysis
of this water quality data with Fritz Gerhardt from Beck Pond LLC. Catie will soon be switching
over to evaluating deliverables for the LCBP grant awards this past year for FWC along with
developing workshops about stormwater management for private landowners. She is doing
similar service projects with the NRPC involving workshops for homeowners about private road
and driveway stormwater management as well as intentional gardening with native plants for
managing stormwater. She has also been using GIS to ascertain the hydrological connectivity of
roads as part of the new Municipal Roads General Permit and conducting road erosion
assessments and inventories on roads in Franklin and Grand Isle Counties. This fall Catie was able
to attend the Natural Shorelands Erosion Control Course and learn about the DEC Lakewise
program with Amy Picotte. She is excited for the spring because she will be trained by Lakewise
to conduct green stormwater infrastructure audits for the program and thus be able to assess
private properties with landowners. After undergoing this training Catie will be able to conduct
education and outreach directly to homeowners about stormwater management while also
working with them to figure out the best green stormwater infrastructure techniques for their
property. Mostly this winter Catie will be preparing for workshops that she will lead and facilitate
in the spring as well as attending workshops and trainings related to nonprofit management of
boards and board members. We are looking forward to hearing more about all the people you
will reach throughout your service, Catie.

CHRISTIAN PELLETIER - WATERSHED STEWARDSHIP COORDINATOR

Christian Pelletier is our ECO member serving with the White River Partnership (WRP) this year
and has thus far been kept very busy. This fall he participated in the end of a project where a
culvert was replaced by a bridge in the lower part of the White river. Finishing up that project
required replanting of the area around the new bridge as well as a bit of stream work to make
sure all the weirs are positioned correctly for adequate fish passage. Another big project this fall
that Christian has been involved in is the construction of an 800 ft stream channel leading water
from a culvert to a wetland pond for drainage. His role in this project was assisting with
engineering plans with the project manager, using the laser level for maintaining the proper slope
for the stream channel, and helping with problem solving for different aspects of the project.
Christian’s winter is looking just as busy, but with significantly less field work. He will mostly be
prepping for next year’s projects which include a couple dam removals and the retrofit of a
culvert. Prepping for those projects includes preparing plans for permits, completing historical
assessments, making sure engineering plans are in order, and applying for construction
easements on private properties. Christian is also helping with the WRP’s month long tree
planting project next year by identifying areas in which to plant trees using GIS data. Lastly,
Christian is developing a map for an area in the White River complete with public access sites and
paddle routes! Exciting stuff! Keep up the great service!

CHRISTOPHER GAYNOR – WATER QUALITY PLANNING ASSOCIATE

ECO member Christopher Gaynor, who goes by Gaynor, is serving with the Windham Regional
Commission (WRC) as a water quality planning associate. Throughout his service term so far,
Gaynor has been tasked with developing and conducting a feasibility study about sanitation and
septic systems in two villages in Windham County, Westminister West Village and West
Dummerston Village. The goal of the feasibility study is to find a more innovative solution to the
statewide failing of septic systems due to the overcapacity that they currently operate in. In order
to keep septic systems from leaching nutrients into wetlands and facilitating algal blooms, these
septic systems will need to be retrofitted or redirected to systems with higher capacities. Gaynor
is not just focusing on public systems but private systems as well. He has learned much about
composting toilets, urine diversion, sanitation and septic maintenance and has participated in
community meetings about the report. A lot of his contribution to the report has been in the
form of visuals such as GIS maps outlining soil data, flood plains, and nitrate leaching locations.
Gaynor has also been helping to develop the report closely with Rich Earths Institute, which is
collaborating with the WRC. The feasibility report is due in February, after which an assessment
of the participant attitude of the report will be completed. Gaynor is looking forward to crossing
this project off his list and moving on to the next one, whatever that may be!

DAVID WARDROP - GIS & FIELD TECHNICIAN

ECO member David Wardrop is serving at the Vermont Agency of Agriculture this year. A bulk of
David’s service has been assisting with grant application reviews from farmers for the Farming
Agronomic Practices (FAP) Program. This review process consists of using GIS to check the
acreage of the farm fields in question as well as visiting the farms for a look at the implemented
practice. The purpose of the program is to help Vermont farmers implement strategies that allow
them to improve their soil quality, increase their crop production, and reduce erosion on their
farm. Also, in the intersection of farming and GIS, David has been assisting with the compilation
of a database of farms and their strategies for natural resource management. This database is
shared throughout several entities related to conserving farmland and natural resources on
farms. Populating the database with information across organizations allows for an analysis of
the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) of phosphorus and how farms across the state are
addressing their output of phosphorus in order to stay within the TMDL. Since the service year
started, David has also had the opportunity to participate in farm inspections for small dairy
farms. Now that field season is over and farm visits have slowed, David is going to be attending
events, such as the Vermont Farm Show, to conduct outreach and education about water quality
to farmers and consumers. Another outreach item to farmers that David will be involved in is
updating them on their continuing education credits status and making sure that farmers have
the resources to participate in the courses that are required. Judging by all the food that is
produced in Vermont, David is providing an invaluable service by adding capacity to The Agency
of Agriculture! Keep it up, David!

ELANA FELDMAN – BATTENKILL WATERSHED HABITAT STEWARD

Elana Feldman is serving as the Battenkill Watershed Habitat Steward at the Battenkill Watershed
Cooperative Invasive Species Management Area (CISMA) this year. This past week she took
advantage of a Cornell Cooperative Extension conference called Agriculture, Food &
Environmental systems In-service where she learned a great deal about management of invasive
species. Elana was also able to network with people in the invasive species field, which was the
perfect opportunity because one of her focuses for service is to bring CISMAs to more Vermont
counties. Currently, there are only a handful of CISMAs in the state, therefore, Elana is putting
her efforts towards creating a plan for more counties to adopt the practice. This plan would be a
very valuable tool for all counties in Vermont to utilize in order to combat the threat of invasive
species to our natural ecology. Apart from that, Elana has been involved in some herbicide
treatment of invasive plants such as burning bush, buckthorn, honey suckle, bittersweet, and
barberry. Herbicide treatment involves pruning the tops of the bush, and then applying herbicide
to the newly snipped portions. Although Elana is currently only pruning the tops of the plants,
this winter she is undertaking a certificate for herbicide application, so that she can be involved
in the whole process. Another field task she has participated in was a planting of buffer strips
along a river bank on a private property in Arlington. The project involved planting tree seedlings
between a hayfield and the river in order to mitigate erosion and the arrival of invasive plants.
Elana has also been taking advantage of serving in a large office by shadowing each of her
colleagues to learn more about their jobs in the organization. Keep taking advantage of those
wonderful opportunities, Elana!

ELIZABETH CULTRARA - WASTE DIVERSION PROGRAM ASSISTANT

ECO member Elizabeth Cultrara is serving this year with the Addison County Regional Solid Waste
Management District (ACRSWMD). One of Elizabeth’s main projects has been putting together a
repair fair for people to bring in broken items from to get fixed by volunteer “fixers”. Repair fairs
are great ways to reuse items previously destined for the landfill! This event will be held at the
Hannaford Career Center on Valentine’s Day. At the beginning of her service year, Elizabeth was
tasked with finishing up the newsletter and annual report for ACRSWMD, thereby learning quite
a bit about the district. On the food waste front, Elizabeth has taken the master composter class
through University of Vermont in order to become a master composter volunteer intern and thus
is now able to conduct composting workshops in the district. In the spring she will be reaching
out to fair vendors to come up with a plan for pre-consumer food waste diversion at the Addison
County Fair and Field Days. Elizabeth has been completing several small miscellaneous projects
such as information handouts for transfer stations, helping to manage social media and the
website, creating portable recycling containers for the Addison County Fair and Field days, and
helping to organize a system for recycling plastic bags. Although Elizabeth has been venturing far
and wide in the realm of solid waste management, she is hoping to focus her efforts more
specifically on food scrap diversion and composting. Keep up the great service, Elizabeth!

HANNAH YATES – TEAM LEADER

Hannah is serving this year as the ECO Team Leader after a successful year of service last year.
Hannah has been providing assistance to members in whatever capacity she can. She is also
responsible for organizing and planning regional gatherings throughout the service year. In
addition to writing all the weekly updates and interviewing members for the weekly spotlights,
she is developing a social media plan alongside Eco AmeriCorps staff members. Hannah is excited
to hone her leadership skills this year and get to know and support a program that she
appreciates a lot!

JAC HUETTENMOSER –
MONTPELIER PARKS & WATERSHED STEWARD

Jac Huettenmoser is serving at Montpelier Parks and Trees this year as a Montpelier Parks &
Watershed Steward. She has had an interesting service year so far, being trained to use a
chainsaw on her first day in order to properly manage trees within Montpelier and helping out
with some eccentric events happening in the parks. Part of Jac’s role in Montpelier Parks is about
managing invasive species. In the warmer months she could be found at North Branch Park
pulling invasive plant species from beside the North Branch River as well as leading different
volunteers from True North Wilderness Program and Norwich University to pull invasive plants.
A specific invasive plant that Jac has been attending to is a tree called Norway Maple. Norway
Maples are similar to Sugar Maples in appearance, but in the fall, they can be distinguished by
holding onto their leaves for much longer than sugar maples. Jac has been assisting in
management of this tree population by identifying them and then girdling them, meaning
stripping a ring of their bark in order to inhibit growth. Now that it is colder outside Jac has been
spending some time in the office designing interpretive signs for the nature trail running through
Hubbard Park for features such as a vernal pool within the loop. The signs will be printed and
installed in the spring. Also, in the spring, Montpelier Parks is hoping to host a group of NCCC
AmeriCorps members to help out with some stewardship such as pulling invasives and planting
trees. Jac has been plugging away at an application to get these AmeriCorps members on her
site. Jac is enjoying her experience in Montpelier and is excited for some more events coming up,
such as Festival of Trees and Ice on Fire, happening in the beginning of the year. Additionally, at
the SerVermont Conference this past week, Jac won a Moth story slam for a moving story she
told about her service site and power tools. Way to go, Jac!

JENEVRA WETMORE - WATERSHED OUTREACH TECHNICIAN

Serving with the Missisquoi River Basin Association and the Upper Missisquoi and Trout Rivers
Wild and Scenic Committee this year is Jenevra Wetmore! This fall, Jenevra was been collecting
water samples for 24 sites along the Mud Creek, Missisquoi River, Godin Brook, Jay Brook, Trout
River, Beetle Brook, and Trout Branch for the La Rosa water quality monitoring program.
Although the sampling season will start up again in the Spring, Jenevra plans on spending much
of her time this winter analyzing the water quality data collected over several years past to
determine suitable sites for restoration. Jenevra is hoping to pull in some high schoolers to help
with the analysis since it is a lot of data that needs consideration. Just this week Jenevra was able
to attend a Green Stormwater Infrastructure (GSI) workshop in Rutland, which may prove useful
while she is assisting with a couple grant proposals for a potential GSI project. 2018 is the 50th
anniversary of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and Jenevra wrote a commentary piece on it for VT
Digger. Click here for her commentary. At the beginning of service Jenevra was able to provide
some education to local kids in St. Albans through the Lake Lessons program organized by VT
Agency of Agriculture and the St. Albans Museum. She used a rainfall simulator to discuss water
runoff and pollution, allowing the kids to make predictions about the results. A couple outreach
projects that Jenevra has lined up are putting together a newsletter for the MRBA and putting on
a bonfire to welcome winter with the Wild and Scenic Rivers Committee.

JENN SMITH - STEWARDSHIP AND VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR

The Middlebury Area Land Trust (MALT), an organization new to the program this year, is hosting
ECO member Jenn Smith. Thus far Jenn’s main role has been maintaining the Trail Around
Middlebury, but she also has been hosting volunteer events. She has found that she gets a lot of
local college sports teams to volunteer to help with trail maintenance, and in total her volunteers
have amounted to 116 so far! Jenn is also becoming more familiar with the lands that MALT
conserves which include Middlebury and the surrounding towns. When she is in the office, she is
taking note of the easements associated with these conserved lands to familiarize herself with
their listed property restrictions. This information is pertinent for when she visits the properties
to make sure they are following the restrictions on their easements. Although MALT does not
currently do a lot of ecological data collection for their conserved properties, Jenn is trying to
bring a group of Middlebury college students interested in volunteering to start a citizen sciencebased land monitoring program with them in order to monitor a quarter of MALT properties. To
fully understand how this might work, she plans on shadowing a staff member of VLT on an outing
for ecological data collection.

KRISTEN SWITZER - ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNICIAN

Kristen Switzer is serving at the Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation as a part of
the Monitoring, Assessment, and Planning Program (MAPP). She has had an exciting fall with the
program, both in the office and in the field. One of Kristen’s main focuses is on the LaRosa
Partnership Program, a water quality monitoring study involving lots of different partner sites.
Kristen has been able to visit these partners to help collect samples for water quality monitoring
or to speak with them about how to improve the program for the 2019 sampling year. This winter,
she will be having more meetings with these partners in order to help them establish a water
sampling plan for the coming year. Also, for the program, Kristen is developing GIS maps using
the LaRosa data to present how water quality parameters (phosphorus, nitrogen, E. coli,
turbidity, etc.) have been changing over time at the different sampling sites. Kristen had a
particularly exciting October collecting stream samples, conducting habitat assessments around
streams, and participating in electroshock fish sampling in order to count fish. Electroshock fish
sampling requires two people, one with a long “shock” wand and the other with a net and
buckets. The wand sends out shockwaves through the water, stunning the fish, and net scoops
them up and places them into buckets once they break the surface so that they can be counted
by species and then returned to the stream. Kristen has also been visiting high altitude acid
sensitive lakes to take water samples for chemical analysis. Now and throughout the winter, she
is picking bug samples in the BASS lab (Biomonitoring and Aquatic Studies Section). This involves
sorting aquatic bugs into general taxa, including caddisflies, stoneflies, mayflies, beetles, and
aquatic worms. Keep up the great service for Vermont’s water, Kristen!

LAURA PRATT - EDUCATION & OUTREACH COORDINATOR

Laura Pratt is busy serving at Lake Champlain Committee (LCC) this year. Most recently, she
assisted with hosting a volunteer event to survey for the invasive Asian Clams in Lake Champlain.
Laura helped to recruit around 25 volunteers and create a fact sheet to assist with training!
Luckily, they did not find any Asian Clams and the weather was beautiful that day! Laura has also
been writing natural history articles for the Lake Champlain Committee newsletter. Her writing
topics include invasive species, changing seasons, natural history and lake phenomena. Click here
to read her recent article on “Raising the Migration”. There are a few events up ahead in her
service that Laura is preparing for. One in particular that she is excited for is April Stools Day,
which includes a series of “Scoop the Poop” events that span the month of April. She is
coordinating these events to both raise awareness about how pet waste affects the health of
Lake Champlain, and to clean some of it up before snow melt! She’ll also be helping with the
publication of the Lake Champlain Paddlers’ Trail 2019 guidebook and implementation of LCC’s
cyanobacteria monitoring program. Although it is much later in service, Laura is hoping to
coordinate with ECO member Heather Murphy of the Lakes and Ponds program to host a cleanup
of water chestnut in the Black Creek Marsh in mid-July. In addition to her typical Lake Champlain
Committee duties, Laura has been having fun visiting other ECO member sites for field days. She
went out recently with Catie Bartone of the Franklin Watershed Committee and Cassi Carpio of
Friends of Northern Lake Champlain for a water sampling day in Franklin County. Being from out
of state, she is doing a wonderful job getting to see the sites around Vermont, even participating
in an owl banding at North Branch Nature Center in Montpelier. Looking forward to seeing all
your projects come full circle Laura!

LIZA LEMIEUX - CONSERVATION TECHNICIAN

ECO AmeriCorps member Liza is serving at the Franklin County Natural Resources Conservation
District as a Conservation Technician this year. The beginning of her service year has thus far been
very heavy with field work which consists of soil sampling and water sampling. Liza has been
going out to dairy farms to collect soil samples from fields and prepare farmers for the University
of Vermont Extension class on nutrient management in the winter. She has especially enjoyed
this task on sunny days as the fall colors are in full swing. The two water quality monitoring
projects that Liza has been participating in are for a study on tile drains and the La Rosa water
quality monitoring project. Water sampling at tile drains happens every other Monday, but the
drains have not been running lately due to the drought that northern Vermont has experienced
this summer. For most people field season ends at the onset of winter, however, Liza will be
continuing to monitor and sample water from the tile drain outlets all year. The La Rosa water
quality monitoring program she is involved in is a statewide volunteer water sampling program
between lots of different organizations. With the help of a few local volunteers, Liza has been
sampling along the Hungerford Brook and Black Creek in Franklin County. Although this water
sampling program will end sometime in November, Liza will still be contributing to a report about
how it may be improved next year, whether that means finding new sites or focusing in on more
specific sites which experienced frequent high phosphorus levels. This water sampling program
has the potential to lead to restoration projects within the District! Some winter time tasks that
Liza has planned are using GIS methods to identify riparian buffers for potential restoration
projects and looking into the accuracy of the District’s current method of soil sampling.

MICHAEL FOUSHEE – STEWARDSHIP & RECREATION SPECIALIST

Michael Foushee is serving with Vermont Forests, Parks, and Recreation this service year.
Although he got a bit of a later start to service, Michael has been enjoying his role in this
department. The focus of Michael’s service is aiding with the Forest Legacy Program (FLP)
administered by the U.S Forest Service. The FLP is a conservation program dedicated to
protecting forest lands through conservation easements and land purchases. Michael has been
providing a lot of technical support for FLP by making maps and conducting forest monitoring
site visits on conserved properties. He is currently revising how the program conducts site visits
in Vermont, making changes to both the tools used and the procedure in order to be more
efficient. After migrating his workflow from ArcGIS to ArcGIS Pro, Michael wrote a technical user
guide aimed to assist current and future users create maps for the Forest Legacy program. He
has also been ensuring that all 40+ properties under the FLP in Vermont have all the necessary
documents to ensure long term success of the program. Soon, Michael will start to conduct
research about recreation studies in order to help update the State Comprehensive Outdoor
Recreation Plan (SCORP). He will look at other state recreation plans and analyze recreation data
in order to paint a formative picture of outdoor recreation in Vermont. This is the first time that
Michael has lived this far east, hailing originally from the west coast. He is excited to get through
winter and explore more of Vermont in the warmer, greener months. Keep up the great service
Michael!

NATHANIEL SHARP - CITIZEN SCIENTIST OUTREACH NATURALIST

The Vermont Center for Ecostudies added an ECO AmeriCorps position this year! An avid
naturalist and birder since a young age, Nathaniel Sharp is serving as the Citizen Science Outreach
Naturalist at VCE. Nathaniel has a lot on his plate thus far, from data validation on iNaturalist,
eBird, and eButterfly, to planning citizen science workshops with libraries, school groups, local
parks, and local Audubon groups. His main suite of projects this year is creating workshops for
beginner citizen scientists. The workshops consist mostly of how to use tools such as iNaturalist,
eBird, and eButterfly for cataloging the natural world. Although this is a very exciting project,
Nathaniel recognizes that it could be challenging to get people outside the citizen scientist world
to participate in these workshops. These naturalist sites require a good bit of maintenance and
data validation in order to be an effective representation of the natural world. From assisting
with identification efforts of organisms to purging useless entries such as plastic lawn ornaments
and pets, Nathaniel has been validating and cleaning up the data within these sites to maintain
accurate references for the Vermont Atlas of Life. He has also been occupied with expanding the
scope of the site eButterfly, with the help of Kent McFarland at VCE, to extend its reach from
North America to Central America, one of the most butterfly-diverse regions of the planet.
Although this site was not launched solely by VCE, the organization was a collaborator among
several other American and Canadian organizations. Despite being very busy, he is still finding
time to go birding in the mornings with VCE colleagues prior to starting his service for the day.

SUJATA GAUTAM - OUTREACH & EDUCATION SPECIALIST

Sujata is serving at the Lamoille Regional Solid Waste Management District for the second year
in a row! She was able to use the time typically allotted to training for the service position as a
chance to shadow her colleagues at the District in their day to day work. Sujata has learned a lot
about how the District team works together to manage solid waste efficiently and effectively. An
exciting development in the District is the potential of a new recycling facility in Stowe. Sujata
has been able to assist with this project from an engineering stand-point, since her background
is in civil and environmental engineering. She has been meeting with a board member, Charles
Cooley, to discuss materials design for the new recycling facility. Thus far she is collecting data
within the district on amount of material types that are collected as well as what materials would
be the most profitable for the district to bale in their new facility. The Lamoille Regional SWMD
currently sends all their collected materials to the Materials Recycling Facility in Williston, VT,
therefore, having a facility of their own would allow them to avoid extra transportation and
processing costs. Coming up on November 15th is America Recycles Day so Sujata has reached
out to teachers in the district to ask if they would like a recycling workshop in their classroom
that week. She has received so many requests for her workshop that she has had to start
scheduling them for the week after as well! Another workshop that Sujata is developing is called
Demystifying Waste. Demystifying Waste workshops are for community members to learn about
the nuances of recycling and waste management so that they can recycle confidently. In 2020
the law will require that all Vermonters separate their food scraps from their trash so that they
do not end up in the landfill. Sujata is in the middle of conversations with multifamily housing
units to help connect these developments to the right resource in order to compensate for these
changes in the law. Not that Sujata doesn’t already have a lot on her plate, but she is also
managing a volunteer group called Lamoille Waste Warriors. Waste Warriors are able to assist
the District in a number of ways: tabling at events to answer questions, monitoring disposal
stations at large events, and even writing blogs and articles for the District’s website and social
media platforms! Sujata is very happy to be able to serve another year at LRSWMD and is excited
about the opportunities she has as a second-year member.

THERON LAY-SLEEPER – COMMUNITY ZERO WASTE ASSISTANT

Theron has been involved in quite a bit at the Central Vermont Solid Waste Management District.
His main project for the moment is hashing out details for the creation of a bulky waste collection
system for the district. Currently, the District has no method for recycling bulky waste such as
furniture, mattresses, and large carpets, so Theron has been researching outlets and
transportation methods for downstream materials processing and resale as well as facilities that
can handle those kinds of materials. He is also reviewing how other states and other solid waste
management districts in Vermont deal with bulky waste. On the repair café front, Theron will be
assisting with putting one on in February, but the District is hoping to gradually pass the torch
onto smaller communities to host these events. Theron will help train people to serve as
organizers and volunteers of repair cafés in their communities within the CVSWMD’s 19 member
towns. Theron also assisted with organizing a zero-waste event kit. A zero-waste event kit
provides materials that small event organizers can use to limit waste, such as reusable cutlery,
flatware, linens, and bus bins in order to wash items on site. On the food scraps front, Theron is
assisting with a community compost project at four sites throughout the CVSWMD. Theron’s role
is in helping the community composting program run smoothly, as well as providing education
about composting to members of the community. Keep up the great service, Theron!

TOMMY OTT - ASSESSMENT AND PLANNING ASSISTANT

Serving through the ECO AmeriCorps program at the Vermont Land Trust this year is Tommy Ott.
He has been particularly fond of the self-starting initiatives in the Vermont Land Trust workplace
and is excited to start creating his very own project soon. For the time being, Tommy has been
validating field data collected from past VLT projects in order to add it to the VLT natural
communities database. The data consists of rare plants, animals, and natural communities, and
was collected by a VLT field ecologist when assessing conserved land. Tommy is using a ranking
system for the data concerning organisms and natural communities in order to determine
whether it is considered state significant and meets the certain criteria required to be in the
statewide natural communities’ database. Some field work that Tommy has been participating in
is evaluating the success of past planting projects, including a project organized by last year’s ECO
member for VLT, Elena. Further into his service Tommy is looking forward to organizing his own
buffer planting project with the help of volunteers. He has also been on walks around a couple
properties to assist with ecological data collection and wetland delineation. When in the office,
Tommy is creating soils maps for farm properties to determine the percentages of soil types,
which is necessary for conservation easement considerations. These maps will go to Vermont
Housing and Conservation Board in support of conservation easement applications. He is also
using satellite imagery data to evaluate the Connecticut River for potential sites for a buffer to
improve water quality. For the winter, Tommy will be continuing these projects with less field
work, as well as planning his own projects that he wants to focus on for Vermont Land Trust.

